Fabricando un mundo más limpio

-92%
plastic
used

The perfect system of
concentrates

The perfect system of concentrates

What is Indubox?

HouseKeeping

Professional kitchens

Professional laundries

Indubox is a state-of-the-art innovative
concept suitable for concentrated products
of:
Housekeeping
Professional kitchens
Professional laundries
This system is studied to obtain the maximum beneﬁt generating the minimum
residue. In this way Indubox contributes
actively to sustainability and respect for the
environment.

Safety

Savings and benefits
Increase in proﬁt and savings
Maximum proﬁtability in the processes
Maximum use of the product
Cost savings in use

Overdoses
Spills and drips
Product contamination
Maximum safety in use
Full Proof connector of CPC

Proportion

Sustainability and Environment
10 Lt.

25 Lt.

-92%

plastic used

Reduction of the carbon footprint
(Less CO2 emissions to the atmosphere)
Products with European rating Ecolabel

Benefit

Easy application, handling and storage
Ergonomics
Technology and Design

Maximum profitability
Maximum production capacity
Maximum quality
Minimum waste

The definitive step in automation system

Current factors

Benefits

Cost Impact

Cost optimization

Functionality

Easiness
Manageability
Security

Process automation

Greater efficiency
Greater productive capacity
Process reduction

Dosage

Exact. máximum exploitation.
Maximum profitability
No spills or contamination

Waste and packaging

- 92% plastic used
Ease of waste management

Logistics

CO2 emission reduction
Express deliveries
Storage reduction

Environment

Ecolabel +
Sustainable Development Goals

Profitability

Benefit Increase

HouseKeping
In a demanding and constantly changing
market such as professional cleaning,
constant innovations are imposed. In this
sense, the demands that are emerging in
hotels, nursing homes, hospitals and restaurants, have impulse in Induquim the creation
of the Indubox system.
Rooms, bathrooms and common areas of
these businesses require a cleaning that
generates maximum beneﬁt, full customer
satisfaction, also generating the least
amount of waste possible.

Dilution BUCKET
Dilution
Sprayers BUCKET
5 Lts.
%

Dilution System

Packaging

AG+

Ammonia cleaner

10 Lt.

5%

200

0,10%

2.000

BG+

Bath cleaner

10 Lt.

5%

200

0,10%

2.000

FG+

Floor cleaner

10 Lt.

5%

200

0,10%

2.000

DG+

Degreaser

10 Lt.

3%

333

0,06%

3.333

MG+

Multiuse cleaner

10 Lt.

3%

333

0,06%

3.333

HG+

Sanitizing

10 Lt.

5%

200

0,10%

2.000

Dilutor
1 product

Dilutor
2 products

PROFESSIONAL

AG+

PROFESSIONAL

BG+

PROFESSIONAL

Concentrated
ammonia cleaner

Concentrated bath
cleaner

Concentrated
ﬂoor cleaner

Very concentrated pH neutral degreasing product that
does not harm any kind of surface except for wood and
cork. All of its components are highly volatile so it does
not leave any residue. Includes a longlasting fragrance.

Product specially designed to clean, sterilise and remove
residues in the bathroom. Formulated to remove limescale and furring, ideal for bathroom ﬁttings and ﬁxtures,
bathtubs, tiles, washbasins, showers, etc. It does not
corrode metals. Fragrances the environment. Do not use
on marble.

Dilutor
4 products

FG+

pH neutral product that does not damage any kind of
surface except wood and cork. Polishes the surface and
pleasantly fragrances the environment. All of its
components are highly volatile so it does not leave any
residue. High performing concentrated product.

PROFESSIONAL

DG+

PROFESSIONAL

MG+

PROFESSIONAL

HG+

Concentrated
degreaser

Concentrated
multiuse cleaner

Concentrated
sanitizing cleaner

Highly concentrated powerful degreaser especially on
porous surfaces thanks to its penetrating power.
Removes grease eﬀortlessly.

Product specially formulated to clean any grease and dirt
without rinsing. Contains volatile components that do not
leave any residues. Suitable for cleaning formica,
imitation leather, plastic, glass, mirrors, worktops,
televisions, tables, computer monitor screens, etc

Product specially formulated for cleaning, sterilising, and
deodorising environments in danger of contamination
such as public places. (Hotels, Restaurants, Dining Halls,
Colleges, Halls of Residence, Hostels, etc.).

Professional kitchens
Masschef

The area of the professional
kitchens, where traﬃc is very
continuous, requires special and
professional attention.
The concentrated products with
European Ecolabel label used in
the Indubox system within the
kitchen area are meticulously
studied to give the maximum
coverage to each need in the
most proﬁtable and sustainable
way, occupying the minimum
possible space within each center.

Ecomat AB
PROFESSIONAL

Ecomat AD

Ecological concentrated
automatic dishwashing detergent
SOFT WATER

Ecological concentrated
automatic dishwashing detergent
HARD WATER

Ecological alkaline detergent for use in automatic dishwashers. Removes dirt on crockery, glassware and cutlery.
Eﬀective in soft waters. The use of this product, at the
correct dose and temperature, helps to minimize water and
energy consumption and reduce water pollution.

Ecological alkaline detergent for use in automatic dishwashers. Removes dirt on crockery, glassware and cutlery.
Eﬀective in hard waters. The use of this product, at the
correct dose and temperature, helps to minimize water and
energy consumption and reduce water pollution.

Ecobrill

H-331

Ecological concentrated
rinse aid for
dishwashing machines

Surface disinfecting
detergent

Rinse aid for use in automatic dishwashing machines. It
provides a perfect drying of the tableware and a great shine.
Eﬀective in hard water. The use of this product, at the correct
dose and temperature, helps to minimize water and energy
consumption and reduce water pollution.

Product specially formulated to disinfect utensils and any
type of surface. A powerful concentrated deodoriser
including surfactants that removes accumulated dirt easily.
Product suitable for use in the food processing industry

PROFESSIONAL

12 Kg.

PROFESSIONAL

12 Kg.

PROFESSIONAL

HA

10 Lt.

Typhoon

10 Lt.

Double pump
FOR TUNNELS

Detergent pump: 4 Lt.
Rinse aid pump: 1 Lt.

PROFESSIONAL

Energetic degreaser

Product highly eﬀective in removing grease. Product
particularly suitable for application in hot conditions as it
contains non-ﬂammable.

10 Lt.

Dilutor
1 produt

Dilutor
2 products

Dilutor
4 products

Professional laundry
For years, Induquim has exclusive washing systems to cover the needs of each sector: Smart Care®, to wash clothes for linen
in nursing homes, and Smart Resort®, for washing clothes in hotels, spas and gyms.
In our continuous challenge to evolve technologically, we have gone further introducing these systems in Indubox in order to generate even greater beneﬁt and proﬁtability to the washing processes. It is about the systems:
Smart Care Inside® and Samart Resort Inside®.
Professional Laundry

Exclusive washing system for linen in nursing homes

AloeInside
Care
PROFESSIONAL

Concentrated moisturising detergent
with Aloe Vera

It contains sequestrants, surfactants and optical brighteners that confer an optimum treatment to the washing
process. It also contains soap which performs an extra
cleaning and foam control function. It also contains soap
which performs an extra cleaning and foam control
function.

Fancy
Care
Inside
PROFESSIONAL

Concentrated low alkalinity
active detergent

It contains sequestrants, surfactants and optical brighteners that confer an optimum treatment to the washing
process. It also contains soap which performs an extra
cleaning and foam control function. In addition, it
incorporates an active principle based on carbonates to
help the tensiactives to perform their function.

Innovative and exclusive of Induquim
for nursing homes
Removes all common stains
Cares for fabrics without damaging them
Cares for and protects the most sensitive skins
Maximum savings and proﬁtability
Exact and balanced dosages
Maximum sanitisation
Maximum comfort, rest and tranquillity
Sustainable and respects the
environment (Eco-Friendly)

Suax
Care
Inside
PROFESSIONAL

Concentrated complete
neutralising softener
This softener removes the remains of alkalinity and
chlorine. It prevents static electricity and confers a soft
and pleasant touch to the garments. Moreover, Suax Care
Inside provides a greater volume creating a clean and
pleasant feeling .

Professional laundry
Exclusive washing system for hotel, spa and gymnasium linen

Smart Resort

CellInside
Resort

Ionic Resort

Suax Resort

PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL

Inside

Inside

PROFESSIONAL

Concentrated comprehensive
eﬃciency ionic detergent

Complete neutralising
concentrated softener

Comprehensive eﬃciency ionic detergent. Natural soap
to care for and respect fabrics and a pleasant fragrance to
get an incredible sensation of wellbeing.

This softener removes the remains of alkalinity and
chlorine. It prevents static electricity and confers a soft
and pleasant touch to the garments. Moreover, Suax
Resort Inside provides a greater volume creating a clean
and pleasant feeling .

Concentrated micellar detergent
Micellar detergent that forms micelles that facilitate the
removal of dirt and grease in the wash bath.

Innovative and exclusive of Induquim for
hotel linen
Prevents incrustations
Cares for fabrics without damaging them
Cares for and protects the most sensitive skins
Maximum savings and proﬁtability
Exact and balanced dosages
Maximum sanitisation
Maximum comfort and rest
Sustainable and respects the environment
(Eco-Friendly)

Smart Care Inside and Smart Resort Inside
Exclusive

Oxyum
PROFESSIONAL

Cold water
Without chlorine

Concentrated low temperature
active oxygen liquid

Non corrosive, high eﬃciency and performance product
for whitening and sanitizing treated fabrics. It does not
produce bad odors in relationship to products based on
peracetic acid.

Mantex
PROFESSIONAL

Special degreaser
for washing linen with cold hater

This revolutionary product is formulated to be used
together with our innovative washing systems. Is the
perfect complement in the professional laundry sector

Professional laundry
Self-service laundries
Self-service laundries

EcoService
PROFESSIONAL

We have developed speciﬁc products for self-service laundries with European Ecolabel
label. This sector is increasingly booming so the Indubox system is the right solution to
meet these needs.

EcoService
Soft

PROFESSIONAL

Ecological detergent
High concentration product ideal for washing fabrics. It
incorporates ingredients that protect the fabrics from the
aggression of the detersive components. Easy application
on diﬃcult spots.

Ecological Softener
Product with European label Ecolabel. It gives the clothes
a total softness with a pleasant and intense perfume. It
contains ingredients that with a single application makes
the rough and rigid fabrics soft and ductile, pleasantly
perfuming the garment.

* It is necessary to incorporate a whitener to the washing process.

